The differential effects of extremity and movement side on the scalp distribution of the readiness potential (RP) and the stimulus-preceding negativity (SPN).
In a time estimation task subjects had to press a button 3 s after the presentation of a warning stimulus. Two seconds after the movement they were informed about their performance by a knowledge of results (KR) stimulus. Preceding the movement a readiness potential (RP) and prior to the presentation of the KR stimulus a stimulus-preceding negativity (SPN) was recorded. Movement side (left/right) and extremity (hand/foot) were varied within subjects to demonstrate that the RP but not the SPN is affected by such manipulations. The scalp distribution of the late part of the RP was affected by movement side and extremity. Yet it exhibited the expected lateral asymmetry only preceding a movement of the left hand or of the right foot. The scalp distribution of the SPN was not affected by extremity. The size of the right hemisphere preponderance of the SPN depended on movement side following a finger flexion, but not following a plantar flexion of the foot. The experimental design was intended to avoid the temporal overlap between movement-related and stimulus-related activity. Yet it is argued that both results of this experiment can best be explained by such an overlap.